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Code of Conduct concerning IT Benchmarking  

The bach consulting GmbH maintains an extensive database with anonymised data, which 

allows brand-specific as well as cross-branch IT benchmarkings. bach consulting conducts 

benchmarkings for a single as well as for several companies (partners) at the same time and 

feeds this data in an anonymized manner into the database, too.  

Therefore the following principles are necessary for efficient IT benchmarking. bach consulting 

commits itself to behave according to these principles and expects its clients or companies 

participating in IT benchmarking to do it in the same manner.  

1 Competition 

IT benchmarking shall not result in restriction of competition but it serves as an orientation. 

Anti-competitive discussions and activities are avoided in any case.  

2 Exchange 

Each company involved in IT benchmarking should provide equal information as it expected 

to get from another company. bach consulting provides exclusively anonymised branch-

specific or cross-branch benchmarks.  

3 Confidence 

The information of each participating company are treated as strictly confidential.  

Information received will in no way be passed on to third parties, allowing conclusions to be 

drawn on client and internal data. One exception to this rule are the IT benchmarkings with 

several partner companies; in this case the disclosure of information to third parties is 

permitted with prior written consent by the partner companies involved only.  

4 Utilization 

bach consulting will use solely the data for the purpose of conducting anonymized IT 

benchmarkings. 

Should bach consulting carry out a study with regard to IT benchmarking and publish the 

results, the companies involved are mentioned with name with prior written consent only.  

In case of benchmarking partnerships it should be ensured that the information received are 

used solely for improvements of internal corporate concepts and procedures.  

5 Preparations 

Basically bach consulting prepares conscientiously the IT benchmarking in order to ensure the 

maximum benefit of results. A precise preparation of the client is also expected to guarantee 

an effective and efficient IT benchmarking process.  
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6 Etiquette of IT benchmarking partnerships 

bach consulting supports and accompanies also partner benchmarkings for IT as a neutral 

third party. The IT benchmarking partners are normally chosen by themselves. bach 

consulting takes over the data collection and data security for direct comparisons with the 

competitors. 

6.1 Openness and trust 

Openness and trust of benchmarking partners are playing a dominating role. It has to be 

agreed right at the beginning of the IT benchmarking a common understanding concerning 

rules established. All regulations going out of the code of conduct should be fixed in writing. 

6.2 Exchange of information 

As soon as the IT benchmarking process results in an exchange of confidential information it 

is expected that the partner companies participating in benchmarking respectively the staff are 

aware of the IT benchmarking code and adhere to its policies, 

-   have a basic knowledge of benchmarking and are able to follow the IT benchmarking 

process, 

-   have determined the key variables for the implementation,  

-   have carried out a rigorous self-evaluation and 

-   are entitled to pass information. 
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